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A colony is the entity described by a Civilisation Level for an interdependent population and 
Law Level for a form (or lack) of government. Many planets support only one colony (more 
commonly at higher populations and degrees of development) while others can have several.

Colonies by Environment Class

If settlers have their choice of worlds in a new system, most likely they won't pick a planet 
that's unpleasant, dangerous or expensive to colonise while a better alternative lies fallow 
(though such anomalies certainly might exist and provide interesting setting colour or 
backgrounds for adventures). Therefore, I suggest grouping the various planetary bodies by 
Environment Class (see Environment Class resource) and checking in descending order from
Class 1, then Class 1a, and so on through to Class 4. If none of the planets of a certain class 
in the system have been settled (but see below), less-attractive worlds won't be colonised, so 
the GM can stop checking.

Tiny moons, small moons and ring systems don't have colonies, unless the GM places them 
(or decides that a space station generated by other rolls actually was built on the minor 
satellite).

Table C1 Chance of settlement (d8, Old Space -1, Stellar Nation +0, Open Space 
+1):

Class 1 1a 2 or
Asteroid

Belt

3–4 Space Station,
Gas Mining

Colony 1-5 1-4 1-3 1-2 1-2

Nonhuman 
ruins1

6 5 4 3 -

Failed, 
abandoned or 
shunned2

7 6 5 4 3

No settlement3 8 7-8 6-8 5-8 4-8

1 PL suggested below, extent as CL 2-6, state of preservation as GM decides, or use other 
random rolls from this section. Roll again on this table.
2 Counts as settled for the purpose of further checks. Reason for failure, etc., may or may not
be recorded in standard references.
3 If all planets of this class have No Settlement, don't check less favourable planets.

Treat asteroid belts (but not stellar ring systems) as Class 2 to determine whether a 
settlement exists and Class 4 to determine the type of settlement (see below).

Treat gas giant planets with Class 5 environments as Class 3 to determine whether to check 
for an atmospheric or orbiting gas mining platform (statistics as a mining colony). Those with 
less hostile conditions can have colonies in the normal range.

If at least one orbiting body in the system has a settlement, or if there are no planets better 
than Class 3, check each planet for a significant space station, which might have been built 
either orbiting the planet or in a stable position (Lagrange point) in the same orbit track. Such 
a space station typically has a Civilisation Level of 1-3 at PL 7 or 1-2 for PL 6, though a GM 
might describe larger, unique installations. Space stations by default have the same 
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allegiance as any surface colony on the same planet (treat this as the nearest colonial 
government for the table below). 

Asteroid belts and ring systems don't have space stations unless the station is generated as a
settlement or for the planet that the ring encircles.

If the GM chooses, a planet less developed than a Third World can have more than one 
colony, or any planet can support more than one space station, potentially with different 
purposes and allegiances. A following randomly generated colony (but not a space station) 
has a CL lower than the first generated colony, or two points of CL lower than a regressed 
colony, reservation or holding, to the minimum for the following colony's type. If the following 
result on Table C1 is anything other than Colony, don't place another feature and stop rolling.

If a planet has a regressed colony, reservation or holding of CL 3 or higher, or another type of
colony other than a Third World of CL 2 or higher, the GM may choose to roll again on Table 
C1 for further colonies. Ignore following results of Third World and stop rolling. If the planet 
doesn't have a permanent colony, ignore following results of Permanent colony and stop 
rolling.

If a planet has a space station, the GM may choose to roll again on Table C1 for additional 
space stations, ignoring and stopping on a result other than Colony. 

Table C2 Type, Progress Level and Civilisation Level of settlement (d20):

Class 1 1a 2 3 4

Holding or 
resort CL 0-3

1-3 1-2 1 1 1

Reservation 4 3-4 2-3 2-3 2

Regressed 
colony

5 5-6 4 4 3

PL 0-4, 
CL 2-5

PL 2-4, CL 2-4 PL 0-2, CL 2-41 PL 62, CL 2-3

Scientific post:
CL 1-3
(Scientific 
Rating A: 2-3 
or C: 1-2)

6 7 5-6 5-7 4

Mining colony:
CL 1-4

7-9 8-10 7-10 8-11 5-12

Military base: 
CL 2-4

10-11 11-12 11-12 12-13 13-15

Permanent 
colony

12-17 13-18 13-18 14-19 16-19

CL 2-5 CL 2-4

Third World 18-20 19-20 19-20 20 20

CL 4-6 CL 4-5

1 A regressed colony on a Class 2 world consists of genetically modified or mutated colonists. 
The inhabitants can survive in the planet's conditions without high technology and are no 
longer comfortable in environments maintained for baseline humans.
2 A regressed colony on a Class 3 or 4 world is a “Lost Outpost”, described in the Off Course 
resource.

Where not stated in the table or the description of each result, colonies have a PL of 6 to 7.
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Progress Level of nonhuman ruins (d12):
1-2 PL 0
3-4 PL 1
5-6 PL 2
7 PL 3
8 PL 4
9 PL 5
10 PL 6
11 PL 7
12 PL 8

Holding: A government, corporation or private individual restricts access to the planet to 
preserve it in its natural state, whether for recreation, conservation of unique natural features, 
or some other reason. Any inhabitants on the surface serve as staff for its particular purpose. 
Warning beacons, an observational space station, picket warships or more formidable 
defences notify and, if necessary, enforce the limitations of access to the planet.
The GM should detail any holdings more populous and prominent than described here.
A tourist resort describes a modest level of facilities on a scenic planet that is merely 
undeveloped rather than sequestered.

Reservation: A settlement of sentient beings, whether non-humans or a human variety and 
either native or displaced, inhabits the planet or designated areas upon it.
The Civilisation Level of a reservation depends on its suitability for the species or clade, as for
a permanent colony, but considering the inhabitants' response to the environment rather than 
what would apply for baseline humans, as well as their overall numbers in the setting.
The population may have any Progress Level from 0 to 6 (PL 7 aliens have property rather 
than reservations) while the colonial government's liaison offices, service towns, observation 
posts, satellites, beacons and so on are PL 7.

Mining Colony: Established to exploit the planet's resources with investment from an off-
world owner, rather than as a self-sufficient settlement. Gas giant extraction platforms very 
often produce fusion fuels (hydrogen, deuterium/tritium or helium-3) or may instead harvest 
organic feedstock gases, water ice (from the planet's rings), sulphur or nitrogen (from its 
minor moons), if the planet possesses the latter kinds of satellites.

Permanent Colony: As distinct from a mining colony, the colonists intend to make this world 
their home, growing their own food, extracting all other necessities locally (where they can) 
and supporting themselves by trade with other planets.

Third World: This level of development and affluence is enough to make a planet notable in 
Open Space. More important worlds should be detailed individually by the GM. A Third World,
unless specifically designed, has been unified at least to the extent of international diplomacy 
between any different allegiances that exist, so counts as only one colony. 

Further space stations, research stations and similar minor outposts placed for setting-
specific reasons, such as supply caches or military listening posts, can be scattered widely as
a GM needs them around otherwise-uninhabited locales. 



Allegiance

Unless the results suggest to the GM an immediate idea of the system's politics, check for the
allegiance of each colony or of the star system as a whole:

Table C3 Allegiance (d12):

1-5 Nearest colonial government

6-9 Private/Independent/Criminal/Clandestine

10-11 Rival government

12 External 

In Open Space, count the nearest colonial government as Independent or a rival government 
as a random stellar nation (“Star*Drive Supporting Cast”).

Civilisation Level

The GMG lists Civilisation Levels with population in powers of 10, while sourcebooks for 
campaign locations naturally don't follow this. I've made an assumption to translate them, and
a quick table to assign not-quite-even populations by CL.

d20 CL 
population 
multiplier

1-3 X0.5

4-5 X0.6

6-7 X0.7

8-9 X0.8

10-11 X0.9

12-14 x1

15-16 x2

17-18 x3

19-20 x4

Then d20 x 0.05 for the next two digits, or d20 reading the ones value only for any number of 
digits.



Law Level

According to the GM's requirements and sense of the colony, or randomise (d6):

Stellar nation: +/- 1 if desired

Independent: -1

Military base or Space station: +1

1-2 LL one lower than CL, max 4 and roll d6: 1-2 – 
lower by 1 and roll again, 3-6 – unchanged

3-4 LL equal to CL, max 5

5-6 LL one higher than CL, max 6 and roll d6: 1-4 – 
unchanged, 5-6 – raise by 1 and roll again



Spaceports

When a group with their own starship visits a colony generated by these tables, they are likely
to want various supplies and services, which might bring up the Starships spaceport rules.

The starting point for the type of spaceport, other things being equal (as they never are) could
be Civilisation Level:

CL 0 (Uninhabited) No spaceport

CL 1 (Unique) Type 5 padport

CL 2 (Scattered) Type 4 miniport

CL 3 (City) to 5 (Continent) Type 3 baseport

CL 6 (World) Type 2 superport

CL 7 (Improved World) or 8 (Megapolitan 
World)

Type 1 megaport

PL 5 groups at CL 5 or above sometimes have space facilities that always count as Type 4, or
lower Progress Levels only build spaceports under the influence of spacefaring visitors and 
even then they count as Type 5. Local settlements of Progress Level 6 have spaceports one 
type (or even two) worse than listed above, but not below Type 4.

Progress Levels 8 and 9 adjust Type 4 or 5 installations upwards one step.

Settlements of Law Level 0-2 have spaceports one type worse.

A settlement on a world with Environment Class 3 to 5, a space station or any settlement 
governed from another planet or star system (including any with allegiance to a stellar nation) 
upgrades a facility that would otherwise be Type 4 or 5 by one step.

A government or owner with significant commitment to trade or space travel improves the 
spaceport by one step, while an isolationist, secretive or anti-technology group reduces its 
facilities by one or more steps. These could, at the GM's interpretation, apply to some 
Star*Drive stellar nations, such as the Hatire Community, Orlamu Theocracy, Rigunmor Star 
Consortium and StarMech.

A spaceship can provide the services of a port if it can, in fact, dock other ships.

• A Light Ship equipped with docking clamps counts as a Type 5 spaceport, or a 
Medium or larger ship equipped with docking clamps counts as Type 4

• A Light Ship or larger with a hangar counts as Type 4
• One of the above with a Workshop, Fabrication Facility or Nanofacture Bay counts 

as one step better. If it increases to Type 3, it can make repairs to capital ships.

While the larger ship is moving (including in drivespace) significant alterations are only 
possible to vessels enclosed in hangars, or the sort of minor repairs that a ship's crew could 
carry out themselves while travelling.



Trade and Scientific Ratings

As well as naval and ground forces, a setting might rate stellar nations independently for trade
and scientific efforts, suggesting for example for the Star*Drive setting:

A B C

Trade Rating Rigunmor Star 
Consortium
VoidCorp

Borealis Republic

Scientific Rating 
(general)

Borealis Republic
Thuldan Empire
Galactic Concord

Scientific Research 
Focus

Austrin-Ontis Unlimited (weapons technology)
Hatire Community (Life Science, psionic science)
Insight (computer programming)
Nariac Domain (cybernetics)
Orlamu Theocracy (drivespace physics)
StarMech Collective (robotics, starship components)
Union of Sol (planetology, terraforming)
VoidCorp (computer hardware)



Defence Types

Defence Type ratings apply to star systems as a whole, determined either by the largest or 
the economically dominant settlement, which may not be the most strongly defended point if 
the inhabitants rely on another fortification as a command centre and/or emergency fallback. 
If two or more groups of the system's settlements are hostile to each other or actively in 
conflict, still refer to one of the belligerent sides to determine Defence Type, but increase as 
listed below. Such situations often stimulate the most intense of military buildups even in 
independent systems.

Somewhat as for spaceports, the GM could begin to estimate Defence Type from the chosen 
settlement's size (Civilisation Level) and nature:

Table CD1: Defence Type

CL 1-2 Type 0 Maximum Type 4

CL 3 Type 2

CL 4-5 Type 3 GM discretion for Type 5 or higher

CL 6 Type 4

CL 7-8 Type 5

(Settlement is a) 
Space station

Increase Type 0 to 1 by one step

Mining colony, 
excluding gas mine

Increase Type 0 to 1 by one step

Military base or 
holding (but not 
resorts)

Increase by one step

Reservation Generate according to alien CL, PL 7, ignore adjustments for 
national allegiance

(Only settlement in 
the system is a) 
Regressed or 
abandoned colony

Type 0, ignore other adjustments, any Defence Type placed by GM 
choice is automated

Independent and not 
a multi-system power

Decrease by one step

Stellar nation Increase by one step

Known pirate activity 
in the system

Increase Type 0 to 1 by one step

(or) Competing 
governments on 
dominant planet

Increase by one step to maximum Type Three

(or) Competing 
planetary 
governments in 
system

Increase by one step to maximum Type Four

(or) Known interstellar
conflict

Increase by one step

Defences recently 
depleted

Decrease by one step



A polity of Progress Level 6 can develop the same Defence Type as for PL 7, although some 
adjustments won't apply and the GM should limit its specific defences to those available to the
inhabitants.
Some Progress Level 5 civilisations can build operational defence networks but their Defence 
Type decreases by two steps.
Settlements of PL 4 and lower have no effective means to defend themselves against space-
borne attackers (reduce by four steps), though they can become troublesome on the ground, 
if they get hold of advanced weapons or allies, or occasionally late in their history by 
developing very early types of orbit-capable weapons.

Applying no minimum, final results less than 1 suggest Type Zero – no space defence 
capability for the settlement except by various accommodations with other factions that do 
have space weaponry.



Details of Defence Types
Star*Drive page 89: "Defensive Systems" details levels of protection known in the Verge from 
Type Zero to Five. The Stellar Ring's most important stars use state-of-the-art defences of 
Type Six or above.

Presence in the system of a principal naval task group or sector fleet effectively increases 
Type Five to Type Six, Type Four to Type Five, or any other defence type to Type Four. 
Periodic visits to systems claimed by interstellar powers or stellar nations, to renew supplies 
and ferry smaller craft, bring at least cruiser-scale defenders for several days per standard 
month, in abstract, giving a chance at any time of 3 in 20 to mount a Type Three to Four 
defence.

Firepower

A defender of course wants to employ the largest amount of firepower in the shortest time that
he can achieve with the resources available. It should be possible, though, to describe some 
principles and set some lower bounds of what is useful.

If hostile warships starfall in to the system, form up and come for you at PL 7 speeds, you 
might have a few hours to prepare. Defences that take days to organise or at least are no 
faster than incoming ships, such as sending a defensive fleet from another planet, are thus 
impractical.

A defence system for even a new colony must stop a reasonably anticipated event that would 
destroy a small settlement, such as a Tunguska-scale impact (a rock in the order of tens of 
metres) or a low-yield nuke, otherwise there's no point having the system. It's reasonable to 
anticipate that a hostile ship might fire nukes from orbit or might alter direction at 
interplanetary speeds. To prevent these events, the defence system should ideally react in 
Warships combat rounds (up to a few minutes) though hours might be acceptable for a late-
detected asteroid, should have range greater than low orbit and should make a quick assured
kill of a Light Ships toughness target. Medium firepower missiles or beams seem to fit the 
requirement.

The minimum viable defensive emplacement might be a missile pack set up near the edge of 
a settlement. This gives the colony control of weapons of mass destruction in Warships terms,
but arguably if you can't trust a colony administrator with emergency powers to launch WMDs,
he's unfit to govern the lives of your citizens in a dangerous environment.

The Star*Drive Campaign Setting describes the level of threat that each Defence Type can 
defeat. Besides an attacker's numbers, tactical skill and resolve to maintain an assault in the 
face of casualties, such an assessment implies that higher Defence Types can damage and 
drive off increasingly heavy attacking ships, with, in Warships terms, higher grades of 
Toughness, roughly:

• Type One – Small Craft, 

• Type Two – Small Craft or Light (to a limited number of Medium Firepower attacks),

• Type Three – Light to Medium warships,

• Type Four – Medium to Heavy,

• Type Five – must be capable of defeating Super-Heavy Toughness ships.



Orbital Defence

Warships allows direct bombardment from a low orbit, atmosphere edge or sub-orbital 
position of 1 hex altitude (1,000km, 1 megametre (Mm)). The range of practical direct-fire 
weapons (depending on their Firepower) varies from 5 to 15Mm. This defines a critical zone 
for full coverage by volume of sustained fire, out to 10Mm from a typical nominally 9-hex 
planet – conceivable as larger single hexes of 9 to 10Mm.
If more than one defence satellite or armed space station appears in low orbit (see below) 
they most likely orbit 2-12 hexes apart. These distances can be random or the defending 
commander might decide.
After all the defender's actions in a typical Warships combat round, each defence satellite in 
low orbit moves 1 hex clockwise, maintaining the same altitude from the planet. If it moves 
behind the planet or out of the area of combat, another might rise from the far edge to replace
it.

Satellites and armed stations use several orbits with different advantages:
• close polar orbit, giving daily or near-daily coverage of a whole planet (Lucullus 

Highport)
• geosynchronous orbit as a physical block to approach or missile fire against one 

location (Aegis defence network)

Practical detection (by ground installations and sensor satellites) by available technologies 
defines an orbital battle space of 20 to 120 megametres from a planet.

Command and Control

An effective defence requires coordinated facilities directed by an impregnable command 
location with access to secure communications.

Defence Type Details

Type Zero
No space weaponry. Armed inhabitants, if any, may resist ground attacks.

Type One
A few patrol ships of Warships Small Craft grade (d4):
1 armed traders (d8)
2 cutters (d8)
3 armed transports (d4)
4 escorts (d4)

Type Two
d6 for defensive measures:
1-4 group of Small Craft: (d6 - 4 Corvettes and) 2d6 - 3 Escorts and 3d6 - 5 Cutters
5-6 missile satellites: 2 in low orbit (1 in range), higher orbits d4 - 1 in range

May have some (supplemental or local) ground weapons. As a general comment, individual 
and unsupported ground batteries might not increase the Defence Type.

Type Three
Includes (equal chance) either Light warships or space installations with equivalent weapons.

defence network: shell (8) of gun stations filling / covering low orbit
largish small craft equivalent or Light Platform always in range
close (d2 in range): needle drivers, heavy mass cannon, heavy lasers, neutron guns, 

heavy particle / plasma beams
higher orbit (d4 in range): missiles



Type Four
Mobile and fortified points, including Light to Heavy Platforms, armed as Type Three or 
adding grasers, heavy neutron guns, quantum cannon, boson guns, high-velocity rail guns, 
accelerators, torpedoes or special weapons. May have interceptor flights.

Type Five
A dense array of satellites and space fortresses with advanced weaponry, up to purpose-built 
bore-grade direct-fire weapons or heavy accelerators, and advanced sensors, including 
remote networks and at PL 7, one or more starfall detectors and drivespace communication 
relays. Principal planetary defence points have deflection inducers (page 29).

Combat Strength

Revise ratings for the abstract combat system introduced in The Externals, page 64, as 
follows:

Defence Type Combat Strength Range

1 100 2d8 x 10

2 300 2d20+10 x 10

3 1,000 d4 x 500

4 5,000 d6+2 x 1000

5 25,000 2d20+5 x 1000

6 ..



Colony Template

For species and individual national origins, include any decisions necessary for the location's 
concept, then the GM could dice for segments of the population (the whole colony for CL 1, 
each 10% for CL 2 or 3, or each 5% for higher CL) using suitable subtables for the setting, 
such as the Star*Drive Supporting Cast resource:

• Generate each segment's species as for the colony's allegiance 

• Generate each segment's national origin as an allegiance, using the colony's 
allegiance as the nearest colonial government

• Assess and describe the completed result. It's possible, more so for smaller colonies, 
to have a different majority species, or a different majority national origin from the 
colony's allegiance. A GM might interpret this as a social quirk, a mechanical 
description of stellar nation benefits only, or (also, perhaps, looking at Law Level) as 
trouble brewing. 

Name:
Planet: Environment Class: G:  R:  A:  P:  H:

Location: Tropical continent, south pole, space station, etc.

Biome:

Physical description:

Type: Permanent colony, mining colony, etc.

Colony Allegiance:

Progress Level:

Civilisation Level: Population:

Law Level:

Spaceport Type: Purchase modifier:

Species: percentages National Origin: percentages

Dominant Language:

Main exports:

Social description:
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Colony Template Example

Name: Lichen
Planet: OMR-D32-B Environment Class: 1a G: 2 R: 1 A: 3 P: 3 H: 2

Location: Plateau lake country

Biome: Arid, minimal native life

Physical description: Ocean exists, Series III life (simple). 4 moons (2 Small, 2 Tiny)

Type: Permanent colony

Colony Allegiance: Independent

Progress Level: 7

Civilisation Level: 3 Population: 56,906

Law Level: 3

Spaceport Type: 3 Purchase modifier: +1

Species: National Origin: 

Human: 100% Independent: 50%

Rigunmor: 10%

Solar: 10%

VoidCorp: 20%

Concord: 10%

Dominant Language: Galactic Standard

Main exports: Industrial chemicals

Social description: Tank farms produce food bases and bulk chemicals for export, 
glasshouses provide luxury horticulture. Extensive use of plastics in clothing and household 
items. Oligarchy of industrial company heads with ongoing political debate and proposals for 
constitutional development.



Spaceship Encounters

Unless the GM has a specific intention, when the heroes enter sensor detection range 
(whichever is better, the heroes' sensor range or:

• PL 6 or basic PL 7 defences: 40Mm, 
• PL 7, Defence Type 3 to 4: 60Mm, 
• PL 7, Type 5 or better: 100Mm) 

of a planet, asteroid belt or space station, check for a spaceship encounter by a d20 roll, 
adding any settlement's Civilisation Level (CL) to the chance for an encounter as shown. 

Encounters

Table S1:

Progress Level of 
settlement

Encounter on or 
below (d20)

Ship based at 
settlement, 
previous roll on or
below

Uninhabited 1 -

0-3 1 + CL
1

4-5 2 + CL

6 3 + CL
Half of CL

7+ 4 + CL

Considering orbits, sensor shadows and sensor ranges, it seems that over hours or days, 
there should be a high, though not 100%, chance that the heroes detect and are detected by 
any such ship in orbit or manoeuvring in space, unless either party takes steps to prevent it.

How often visitors arrive and leave is a large question, but might range from multiple standard
years between them, to dozens of ships per hour. The higher values are just descriptive of the
location. What then becomes important for the narrative is how often people who know the 
heroes are there, decide to interact with them.

• Uninhabited: Don't check again at this location
• Guard ships only to PL 6+, low population: Check when the heroes next visit or per

week
• PL 6+, medium population, moderate traffic (some spaceports Type 2 or 3): Check 

per day
• PL 6+, high traffic (some spaceports Type 1 or 2 - though an excellent-quality 

spaceport with only moderate, or very polite, visitors seems conceivable): GM may 
choose to check after, or during, each non-combat scene



Based at settlement

Table S1.1
d6, by colony statistics
unless reservation, regressed colony or PL 0-4:

-1 for LL 6-8
+1 for LL 0-3

Allegiance Naval Functional Corporate Free trader,
private or
criminal

PL 0-4 or
Reservation

or Lost
Outpost

(Guard ships)

Reroll 1-4 5 - 6

PL 5 As settlement 1-2 3-5 6 -

Roll on PL 5 Spacecraft table for all functions

PL 6-
7

CL 1-
3

As settlement 1-2 3-4 5 6

PL 6-
7

CL 4+ D6: 1-5 As
settlement, 6

reroll

1-2 3-4 5-6 -

PL 8-9 D6: 1-5 As
settlement, 6

reroll

1-2 3 4 5-6



Visiting or passing

Table S1.2
d6, by colony type
unless reservation, regressed colony or PL 0-4:

-1 for LL 6-8
+1 for LL 0-3

Patrol or naval
movement

Explorer or
scientific

Corporate Free trader,
private or
criminal

Uninhabited CL 0 1-3 4-5 - 6

Holding CL 0-3 1 2-3 4-5 6

Resort CL 0-3 1 - 2-4 5-6

Reservation CL 
2-5

1-3 4-5 - 6

Regressed 
colony CL 2-5

1-3 4-5 - 6

Scientific post: 
CL 1-3

1 2-4 5-6 -

Mining colony:
CL 1-4

1 - 2-4 5-6

Military base: CL 
2-4

1-4 5 6 -

Permanent 
colony CL 2-5

1 - 2-3 4-6

Third World CL 
4-6

1-2 - 3-4 5-6

Second World 1 2 3-5 6

First World 1-2 3 4-6 -

Space station 
(not orbiting 
inhabited world)

1-2 3 4-5 6



Naval

Table S2
Strategic corridor: roll for task group function +1

Stellar nation naval rating Defeated nation or Independent

Task 
group 
(d8) 

A B C D 2nd world 
or Type 5

3rd world 
or Type 3-
4

Colony or 
Type 1-2

1-4 Light 
patrol: d4
Medium 
or Heavy 
ships, d6 
Small or 
Light 
ships

Battlecruisers 
+ destroyers

Heavy 
cruisers + 
destroyers

Light 
cruisers + 
frigates

Light 
cruisers 
+ 
frigates

Destroyers Corvettes Escorts

5-6 
Search 
fleet: d3 
Medium 
or Heavy 
ships, d8 
Small or 
Light 
ships

Fleet carriers 
+ destroyers

Light 
carriers + 
destroyers

Light 
cruisers + 
frigates

Frigates Light 
carriers

Corvettes Escorts

7-8 
Heavy 
task 
force: d4 
Medium 
to Super-
Heavy 
ships, d8 
Small or 
Light 
ships

Dreadnoughts
+ light 
cruisers + 
destroyers

Battleships
+ 
destroyers

Heavy 
cruisers + 
destroyers

Heavy 
cruisers 
+ 
frigates

Heavy 
cruisers + 
destroyers

1 x Heavy 
cruiser + 
corvettes

Corvettes

Substitute light carriers for Medium ships or fleet carriers for Heavy ships on 5-6 on d6.

For random generation, 2 in 6 chance for a detachment of light vessels only, one die size 
smaller in numbers.



Functional spacecraft

Table S3 roll d6
Old Space +1 for hull type, increase numbers by 1 die size
Open Space (except Galactic Concord) or Independent

-1 for hull type, decrease numbers by 1 die size
Terraforming in progress (Environment Class 1a to 3 by GM determination)

Use next CL step
PL 8 Count as one CL lower PL 9 Count as two CL lower

CL 1-3 CL 4-6 CL 7+

1-3  Haulers 
(d3)

1  Trader
2-4  Fast Transport
5-6  Hauler

1-2  Hauler
3-4  Medium 
Freighter
5-6 Medium 
Transport

1-2  Medium Transport
3-4  Heavy Transport
5-6  Super-Freighter

4  Construction 1-2  Launches (d8)
3-4  Fast Transport
5-6  Industrial

1  Launches (d12)
2-4  Industrials 
(d8)
5-6 Medium 
Transport

1-2  Industrials (d12)
3-5  Heavy Transports 
(d4)
6  Fortress Ship

5  Tugs Fast transports (d2) (Trade Spine: +1)
1-3  Fast 
transports (d4)
4-6  Haulers (d2)

Haulers (d6)

6  Shade, 
mirror, beam 
emitter etc.

Medium Platform Heavy Platform Super Platform



Corporate

Table S4 roll d6
Old Space count 1 CL higher for hull type
Trade spine count 1 CL higher for hull type (cumulative)
Trade Rating A (see above)

count 1 CL higher for hull type if above CL 1 (cumulative)
Trade Rating C count 1 CL lower for hull type to minimum CL 1

Convoy (if desired, d6 greater than LL, or d6 greater than 3 for an active war zone)
2d6 corporate spaceships (determine each separately for CL 4-6, without rolling for 

multiples)
escorted by (d6, war zone +1) 1-3  d6 Corvettes  4-5  Light Carrier  6  Naval Light 

Patrol – supplied by territorial government, corporation(s) or a joint effort

Naval auxiliary, as CL 4-6: 1 in 12 (strategic corridor 1 in 6, active war zone 2 in 6)

CL 1-3 CL 4-6 CL 7+

1-3  Freighters 
(d4)

Hauler 1-3  Clipper
4-5  Liner
6  Tanker

1-3  Liner
4  Tanker
5-6  Super-freighter

4  Passenger 
liner

1-4  System fast 
freighter
5-6  Hauler

1-3  Clipper
4-6  Liner

Liner

5  Commercial 
research

1-4  Industrial
5-6  Medium Transport

6  Executive 
transport

1-4  Fast freighter
5-6  Clipper

Scientific

Table S5 roll d12
First World, Scientific Post, Space Station +1
(or) Class 3 environment +1
Scientific Rating A (see above) or research focus +1 (cumulative)
Scientific Rating C -1 (cumulative)

Natural 1 Self-replicating probes (Industrial) (d4, on 4, add 3 and reroll, as often as 
required)

2 Interstellar probe (Launch)

3 Remote probe, as Heavy Missile Controlling ship nearby: PL 5 – 1 in 6, 
PL 7 – 5 in 6, others – 4 in 6

4-6 Scouts (d8-2, minimum 1)

7 Lab ship (Hauler)

8-9 Survey cruisers (Light Cruiser) (d4-1, minimum 1)

10 Expedition transport (Medium Transport) with d6-2 Scouts (minimum 0)

11-12 Tender (Tanker) carrying bathyscaphes (Cutters or Escorts, d3) or modular 
science station (Light Platform)



Private or independent

Table S6 roll d12

1 Racers or planetary (Couriers) (d8)

2-3 Traders or yachts (Traders) (d6)

4-5 Scouts (d4)

6-7 Maxi-yachts, Nomad family ships or interplanetary (Fast freighters) (d4)

8 Marauders (Escorts) or Fast Transports (d3)

9 Super-yachts (Haulers) or Nomad clan ships (Industrials) (d3) – 4 in 6 in 
the Stellar Ring are Super-Yachts, reversed in Open Space

10 Hyper-yacht (Medium Freighter)

11 Ruler's yacht or Pirate Admiral (Light Cruiser) (2 in 6: escorts as 
Corporate Convoy)

12 Nomad/Pirate mothership (Liner) with 3d4 individual ships, each type d8

Certain times and places might be host to Nomad Gatherings, beset by Pirate 
Hordes (or pirate funerals) or infested by Super-Yacht Flotillas, along the lines of 
naval encounters and convoys:

• Stellar Ring: Independent Fleet 2d4 vessels / groups
• Open Space: Independent Gathering 3d6 vessels / groups,
• special conditions: Horde 3d12 vessels / groups,

then a fistful of d12s for individuals or groups, adding some modifier to reflect that 
they're more likely to travel from outside the star system. Rolling 2d6 each might 
work, if the GM has enough different colours to tell them apart.

A Super-Yacht Flotilla might reverse the numbers of vessels / groups for the Stellar 
Ring and Open Space, reading Clan Ships (Industrial) as something like repair 
platforms or travelling nightclubs. The Mothership result could apply unchanged - this
function exists for watercraft today.

A Refugee Fleet (besides the obvious reference) might add some Corporate 
encounters and up to a Heavy Task Group naval escort. 



PL 5 spacecraft

Table S7 roll d8

1-2 Rocket (medium) (Launch) with payload

3 Rocket (heavy) (Courier) with payload

4-5 Utility capsule (Launch) or Interplanetary probe (as Heavy Mine)

6-7 Surface to orbit shuttle (Courier), 3 in 6 carrying payload

8 Heavy lifter (Trader) with payload

Propelled by planetary thrusters, except
• interplanetary probe 2 in 6 ion engine
• heavy rocket, STO shuttle or heavy lifter 1 in 6 fission-based nuclear rocket 

as fusion torch

If encountering another of the same group from the planet, use the same result for 
engine type.

PL 5 launch vehicle payloads

Table S7.1 roll d8, heavy rocket or heavy lifter +1

1 Personnel capsule as Heavy Bomb

2-3 Satellite (small) as Medium Mine (heavy: d6)

4-5 Satellite (medium) as Heavy Mine (heavy: d3)

6 Utility capsule

7 Interplanetary probe

8-9 Space station component (medium rocket or shuttle 2d4 Hull, heavy 2d8 Hull)
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